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Chapter 2316 Early the
next morning, Yue Feng got up.
After Gonggong left last night, Yue Feng slept for a while and then began to meditate
and practice. To his delight, there were already signs of a breakthrough in the inner
strength of his dantian.
Yue Feng was refreshed when he thought that he was about to reach the Tribulation
Transcendence Realm.
Under the arrangement of the Su family, Yue Feng and Gong Gong had breakfast and
left.
Sun Ting wanted to stay for two more days, but knowing that the matter of the Chaos
Mountains was urgent, she reluctantly sent Yue Feng and Gonggong out of the city
before returning to Sun’s house.
At this time, on the tree-lined road in the suburbs, Yue Feng looked at Gonggong with a
smile: “Are you really planning to return to Beiying Continent?”
Hmm!
Gonggong responded with a complex look in his eyes and a mess in his heart.
Yue Feng sighed softly, not knowing what was good about Yang Jian, to make
Gonggong so determined.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng said with emotion: “Since this is the case, after passing
the mountain in front of us, let’s part ways .
“
Howling, it was a man’s voice, very painful.
Yue Feng did not hesitate, and quickly accelerated his pace.
Gonggong’s heart trembled, he hesitated, and followed.
When he got to the front, Yue Feng was stunned when he saw the scene in front of him,
with pity and sympathy flashing in his eyes.
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I saw a man sitting under a tree, sweating profusely, holding his bloody right leg in pain,
his leg was fractured, and the blood flowed non-stop. Under the severe pain, the man
kept mourning.
“Two good-hearted people.” Seeing Yue Feng coming over, the man seemed to have
grabbed a life-saving straw and kept begging: “Please, help me, I was cutting wood on
the mountain and accidentally broke my leg, trouble. I must be grateful that you two sent
me home.”
Phew!
Yue Feng took a deep breath, without hesitation, nodded and said, “Okay, where is your
home?”
As he said, Yue Feng was about to walk over.
“Yue Feng, don’t…” At this moment, Gong Gong couldn’t help shouting, his eyes full of
complexity.
Yes, the man who broke his leg was the bait arranged by Zhang Jiao. Gonggong
couldn’t bear to watch Yue Feng fall into a trap and wanted to dissuade him.
“What?” Yue Feng stopped and looked back at Gong Gong, very puzzled.
Gonggong was a little guilty at the sight of Yue Feng, and said softly: “Aren’t you in a
hurry to rush to the Chaos Mountains? Although this man’s leg is broken and bleeding a
little, he has no life worries and can’t die for the time being. I miss him. My family, we
will be able to find them soon.”
This…
Hearing this, Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, and then said seriously: “The matter
of the Chaos Mountains is important, but we cultivators can’t wait to die. Help,
otherwise, what’s the point of cultivating this strength?”
After speaking, he was righteous and could not be refuted.
Gong Gong’s face turned red and he was speechless.
Yue Feng said no more, walked to the man, simply bandaged him, then carried him on
his back and asked, “This brother, where is your home?”
“It’s on the mountain.” The man was very grateful , hurriedly said: “My name is Xu
Liang. Because I am in the wood business, I took my family and settled down on the
mountain. The elder brother is really a good man.”

Knowing this situation, Yue Feng nodded, feeling very emotional, life is not easy. This
Sun Liang looks like the pillar of the family. Now that he has broken his leg, I am afraid
that the family will have a hard time.
“Let’s go, let’s do good things together.” Thinking to himself, Yue Feng turned around
and greeted Gong Gong.
Gonggong wanted to refuse, but he still sighed and followed.
Yue Feng carried Sun Liang on his back, and under his guidance, walked up the
mountain along the mountain path, and the two of them kept chatting along the way.
During the chat, Yue Feng couldn’t help but wonder when he saw that Sun Liang was
holding a few herbs tightly in his hands.
A few herbs, two of them are medium herbs, and most people don’t know it at all.
“Sun Liang!” Yue Feng couldn’t help but ask, “Aren’t you a woodcutter? Why do you still
know how to collect herbs?”
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Uh…
Sun Liang’s eyes flickered, and he responded with a smile: “This, my ancestor was a
doctor, and he left some remedies. Isn’t it inconvenient to live in the mountains to see a
doctor, so when I was logging, I picked it up by the way. Some medicine for backup.”
When he said this, Sun Liang’s tone was calm, but panic flashed in his eyes.
Oh…
because he was carrying Sun Liang on his back, Yue Feng couldn’t see his expression,
so he didn’t think about it, and didn’t ask any more questions.
After a while, when I reached the middle of the mountain, I saw a few wooden houses
built in an open space in front of me. The wooden houses were scattered and there
were some chopped wood piled next to them.
“Where’s your family?” Yue Feng turned to look at Sun Liang and asked.
Sun Liang said: “I guess you should rest in the room, benefactor, you can just open the
door!” After speaking, Sun Liang became a little nervous.
At the same time, Gong Gong, who was behind, frowned, and his heart was hanging.

Yue Feng didn’t pay attention to Gonggong’s expression, nodded, put Sun Liang on the
chair beside the door, and pushed open the door.
Um?
The moment he opened the door, Yue Feng was stunned, and saw a woman inside,
sitting there with a nervous face, and beside her, two children a few years old were also
full of fear.
Obviously, this is Sun Liang’s wife and child, and the situation in front of him seems to
be held hostage.
Whoosh!
Just when Yue Feng realized that something was wrong, suddenly, a figure rushed out
from the door, carrying a terrifying momentum, and slammed into Yue Feng’s heart.
With a gloomy expression and a deep cold smile, it was Zhang Jiao.
Zhang Jiao shot quickly and was very close, Yue Feng didn’t have time to dodge, but he
was not satisfied with his reaction, and immediately urged his internal force to protect
his body.
Bang!
This palm slapped hard on Yue Feng’s heart, only to hear Yue Feng groaning, he was
shocked and flew out, flew more than ten meters away, hit a tree, and then fell to the
ground.
“I’m sorry, I’m sorry…” Sun Liang at the door, almost terrified, kept crying at Yue Feng:
“I really don’t want to hurt you, this person forced me…”
While crying, Several herbs in Sun Liang’s hands fell to the ground, and he saw a few
blue-blue pills in the herbs.
Yue Feng ignored Sun Liang and locked Zhang Jiao tightly.
“Zhang Jiao!” Yue Feng endured the excruciating pain and said coldly, “It’s a shame
that you are still a military advisor in Northern Ying Continent, so you used such
despicable methods.”
Yue Feng only felt that his heart was shattered. The severe pain kept coming, and at
the same time, I was secretly glad that I had the pure Yang internal force to protect my
body. Otherwise, Zhang Jiao’s palm would have already killed him.
Haha…

Zhang Jiao laughed, looked at Yue Feng closely, and said proudly: “Yue Feng, you are
not afraid of deceit, you are a talented person, but it is a pity that you are too womanly.
When you were in Nanyun Continent, if you weren’t Taking into account the lives of
those people, I will not be suppressed by me.” As he
spoke, Zhang Jiao’s eyes were cold: “You don’t have to guess, this Sun Liang’s leg was
broken by me, and I took the life of his wife and child. , forcing him to cooperate with
me, deceive you here, and then raid you, did you see a few herbs he took? The blue
pills mixed in it are called ‘Bone-Breaking and Tendon-Breaking Pill’, which I specially
prepared for you Yes , ordinary people are fine if they smell it, but if a cultivator smells
it, it will affect their strength.”
Shuh!
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s eyes were extremely blood red, and he locked Zhang Jiao
tightly, and said coldly: “In order to deal with me, you start with innocent people, are you
still human?”
At this time, Yue Feng was burning with anger.
Zhang Jiao is really ruthless. In order to raid himself, he even broke an ordinary
person’s leg. Not only that, but also threatened with his family.
Despicable, sinister, vicious, all the vicious words in the world are not enough to
describe him.
At the same time, Yue Feng clearly felt that his inner strength was slowly suppressed by
an invisible force. In an instant, in addition to anger, there was some panic in my heart.
Destruction of bones and tendons? It seems that there is no such thing as Promise
Alchemy.
At this time, Yue Feng didn’t know that this kind of bone-breaking and tendon-breaking
pill was realized by Zhang Jiao in the inextinguishable scriptures and refined by himself,
just like the Heitian pill refined by Zhou Qin before, there is no one in the world. Can
solve.
Zhang Jiao sneered, looked at Yue Feng, and said word by word: “I said that the
benevolence of women is your death point. If you die by my hands today, you are not
wronged. Accept your fate.” The
voice fell, Zhang Jiao’s figure burst out, coming straight towards Yue Feng.
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Om!

In the blink of an eye, Zhang Jiao came to Yue Feng and raised his hand. In an instant,
the surrounding air was surging, the sky was dark, and the momentum was amazing.
This palm contains Zhang Jiao’s internal power of ‘Indestructible Scripture’.
Indestructible Scripture, Zhang Jiao has been enlightened for thousands of years and
has already reached a peak state.
Nima!
Feeling the power of this palm, Yue Feng scolded secretly, this horn is too cruel, this is
going to kill himself.
“Crack!” In the
next second, Yue Feng did not hesitate, and immediately summoned Fang Tianhuaji.
With a crisp sound, Fang Tianhuaji was held tightly by Yue Feng.
As soon as Fang Tianhua’s halberd came out, Yue Feng’s whole body suddenly burst
out with endless fighting intent, and the air seemed to be filled with a bloody aura.
Fang Tian painted a halberd?
Zhang Jiao’s expression became solemn, looking at Fang Tianhua halberd, his eyes
flashed with fear and scorching heat. Only oneself can possess such weapons. Today,
if Yue Feng must be killed, Fang Tianhua halberd will belong to him!
Thinking about it, Zhang Jiao’s eyes flashed with a cold light, and his figure was ghostly.
He accelerated his speed and fought fiercely with Yue Feng.
At this time, Xu Liang and his family below were all frightened and dumbfounded, curled
up there, not daring to let out the air.
Gong Gong, however, bit his lip tightly, looking at the two figures in the air, with
inexplicable worry and anxiety in his heart.
Gonggong was walking behind on the mountain road he had come to before. He tried to
remind Yue Feng several times, but he finally held back. At this time, seeing that he was
successfully attacked by Zhang Jiao, he was a little unbearable.
Although Yue Feng was hateful, his sins did not lead to death. If I had known, I should
have reminded him halfway, but it was too late to say anything now.
In the blink of an eye, half an hour has passed, Zhang Jiao burst out with all his strength
and exerted a lot of skills, but he was still unable to suppress Yue Feng.

At this time, Zhang Jiao could clearly feel that Yue Feng was already showing signs of
breaking through the Tribulation Transcendence Realm, and was secretly surprised.
This Yue Feng’s strength is getting stronger and stronger. Fortunately, today’s design
has caught him in a trap. Otherwise, it would be harder than reaching the sky to kill him.
Yue Feng also had a solemn expression, secretly anxious.
Originally, relying on the power of Fang Tianhuaji, he was able to suppress Zhang Jiao,
but Yue Feng clearly felt that after he had inadvertently inhaled the tendon and bone
breaking pill, a strange force was spreading into his meridians, not only In this way, an
invisible barrier was formed around the dantian, which completely restricted the urging
of internal force.
What makes Yue Feng even more angry is that he is about to break through the
Tribulation Transcendence Realm, which is the critical bottleneck period. At this time,
under the influence of this strange force, the inner strength of his dantian has faint signs
of backlash.
In the bottleneck period that is about to break through, this kind of situation is very
dangerous, ranging from mischief to the devil, and loss of life in severe cases.
And now, they have to face Zhang Jiao’s attack, so the situation is extremely critical.
Bang!
Finally, Zhang Jiao found an opportunity and slapped Yue Feng’s back with a palm. Yue
Feng’s body trembled and he fell into the sky. Before landing, he spat out a mouthful of
blood with a wow.
“Yue Feng!” At this moment, Zhang Jiao sneered, with a cold glow in his eyes: “Today is
your day of death, stop struggling and resist, accept your fate!”
“Agree?”
Hearing this, Yue Feng wiped the corner of his mouth. The blood of the man stood
proudly, and his eyes were instantly red: “In my life, Yue Feng, I never knew what it
means to accept my fate. If you want to kill me, just come, come…” In the
last sentence, Yue Feng almost roared. come out.
The words fell, Yue Feng raised his hand and waved, a golden light flashed on the palm
of his hand, and a golden pagoda appeared!
Exquisite pagoda!

Huhuhu…
Then, under the call of Yue Feng, hundreds of strong people, You Yan, Yuan Tiangang,
Pang Tong, and the Red-Eyed Bear King, roared out one after another!
“Roar!”
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At the same time, Yue Feng flipped his wrist, and a white flame jumped in the air, and
finally transformed into the shape of a lotus! In an instant, the surrounding temperature
rose rapidly, and the entire hillside was illuminated in white.
It is Bailian Lenghuo!
Yes, Yue Feng decided to give it a shot. Today, Zhang Jiao plotted against him. He was
supposed to be about to break through, but now he is in the danger of going crazy. If he
doesn’t show all his cards, he will have no chance.
“Bai Lian Leng Huo?”
Feeling the scorching temperature, Zhang Jiao’s face changed greatly. Bai Lian Leng
Huo was the number one fire in the world, burning everything, nothing could resist.
In panic, Zhang Jiao moved his figure and quickly dodged to the side, narrowly avoiding
the burning of the white lotus cold fire, but at this moment, You Yan and many other
powerhouses also flocked to surround Zhang Jiao.
call!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief, but he supported the tree next to
him. Zhang Jiao was showing that he was holding on, there was no danger, but the aura
in his body was disordered and became stronger and stronger.
Zhang Jiao was besieged by Youyan’s crowd, and it was difficult to escape for a while,
his face was extremely ugly, and he was in a hurry.
At this time, Zhang Jiao only had the ability to parry, and he had no power to fight back.
You must know that You Yan and Yuan Tiangang, together, there are hundreds of
strong people. They fought against Yang Jian together in Zhongzhou City, but Yang
Jian was also helpless. .
And Zhang Jiao’s strength is much inferior to Yang Jian, and naturally he is not an
opponent.
“

Gonggong!” Zhang Jiao was in a hurry, and seeing Gonggong standing there,
thoughtfully, he couldn’t help shouting: “Today is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, Yue
Feng was hit by my tendons and broken bones. Dan, your inner strength has already
begun to become disordered, you quickly kill him, if you hesitate any longer and miss
this opportunity, it will be difficult to kill him in the future.”
I…
Hearing this, Gong Gong’s body trembled and bit his lip, very tangled.
Now that Yue Feng was injured, he could easily kill him, but he couldn’t do it himself
while others were in danger.
Seeing Gonggong’s hesitation, Zhang Jiao was anxious and angry: “Gonggong, don’t
hesitate, you forgot how your Majesty explained you before you left? Do you want to
resist the decree? Betray your Majesty?”
“Quick, now Yue Feng’s These subordinates are all dealing with me, if you take action,
they won’t have time to rescue them, hurry up.”
Zhang Jiao’s voice became hoarse in the last sentence.
Zhang Jiao was right. You Yan, Yuan Tiangang and others were all besieging him with
all their strength, and Gonggong was right next to Yue Feng. As long as she made a
move, Yue Feng would definitely die.
Nima!
Hearing Zhang Jiao’s cry, Yue Feng’s face changed greatly.
Zhang Jiao was too insidious, so he even let Gonggong take action. However, he let go
of her last night, Gonggong was arrogant and should not take advantage of others’
danger.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng looked at Gonggong. If she really made a move, You Yan
and the others would definitely be dead in time to rescue them.
call!
Gonggong took a deep breath, his eyes were complicated, and facing Yue Feng’s gaze,
he slowly walked over: “Yue Feng, I’m sorry!” The
voice fell, Gonggong raised his jade hand and slapped it.

The disorder in Yue Feng’s body is getting more and more serious, and he can’t dodge
at all. He only hears a muffled groan. Yue Feng only feels that his eyes are dark, and
his body falls down and rolls down the hillside.
Whoa!
The side of the mountain where Yue Feng fell is very steep. A few hundred meters
below is a rushing river. Yue Feng was completely unconscious and fell directly into the
river. He was washed away in the blink of an eye, and no one could be seen.
Yue Feng… I’m sorry… I’m sorry…
Gonggong bit his lip and watched Yue Feng fall into the river, his eyes were red and
moist. She thought silently in her heart. Gonggong didn’t mobilize the internal force with
that palm just now, it was just for Zhang Jiao to see.
But seeing Yue Feng fall into the river, life and death unknown, Gonggong still feels
extremely guilty.
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Huhuhu…
At this moment, because Yue Feng’s life was in crisis, under the special effect of
Linglong Pagoda, Youyan and others who besieged Zhang Jiao disappeared in place
and automatically returned to Linglong Pagoda .
At the same time, the cold white lotus fire burning in the surrounding air was also
extinguished.
“Hahaha…”
Zhang Jiao was very proud and laughed loudly. Although he was very tired from being
besieged just now, he was still indescribably excited to see Yue Feng being knocked
down by Gonggong.
The next second, Zhang Jiao nodded at Gong Gong and said, “Your Majesty really did
not see the wrong person, you played well, Gong Gong Lord, Yue Feng has been hit by
my tendon and bone breaking pill, and there are already signs of going crazy. Now that
you have slapped you again, you will fall into the river, and you will definitely die.”
After speaking, Zhang Jiao was very relaxed, and continued: “When Yue Feng dies, His
Majesty will definitely be delighted, let’s go, we can return to our lives.
”!

Gonggong responded, but he was not happy at all. He moved his figure and followed
Zhang Jiao towards the Northern Ying Continent. The moment he flew into the sky,
Gonggong did not forget to glance at the river below.
Yue Feng, I didn’t want to kill you. The palm of your hand just now has already done its
best. Whether it is life or death depends on your own destiny.
…
on the other side, on the vast sea.
Nearly a thousand sailboats are slowly moving forward on the sea. The largest one in
front, on the deck, stood there quietly, looking at the sea in the distance.
It was Yue Wuya, Han Bing, and the leader of the blood shark, Long Zang.
In the past few days, the Yue Wuya brothers and sisters, along with Longzang’s blood
shark, followed Duan Yu’s whereabouts, and passed through the well-known sea areas
such as Peach Blossom Island, Ice Fire Island, etc., and at this time, they were within
the scope of the Guixu Sea Area.
The Guixu Sea Area is the deepest sea area, as well as the most mysterious and
dangerous sea area.
call!
At this moment, Yue Wuya looked into the distance and couldn’t help taking a deep
breath. He saw that, in the sea dozens of miles away, there was an island vaguely. On
the surrounding sea, there are several huge vortex jets.
These whirlpools are hundreds of meters wide, and the whirlpools rotate rapidly,
swallowing everything in the surrounding sea.
“I haven’t found Duan Yu for a few days. He really would have escaped to such a
place?” At this time, Han Bing, who was beside him, couldn’t help but said, looking at
the vortex and rapids in front of him, he was also secretly startled.
Long Zang nodded: “Besides this place, he has no other place to go.” In the past few
days, they have searched all the sea areas, and there is no Duan Yu figure, only the
return to the ruins sea area has not been found.
At this time, Long Zang frowned, and his face showed a bit of fear: “This is the Guixu
Sea Area. It is said that there is an ancient secret under the seabed, but the
environment is too harsh and complex, and the sea is full of such vortex rapids. If you
are not careful, you will be involved, and no matter how powerful the existence is, you
will not be able to escape.”

“It is rumored that there is a “Map of the Return to the Ruins”, according to the
instructions on the map, you can enter the depths of the Guixu sea area and find the An
ancient secret, it’s a pity that this picture is only heard from rumors, but no one has ever
seen it.”
Returning to the ruins to survey the sea map?
Hearing this, Yue Wuya’s eyes flashed, what he got from Tang Qingyun before was not
the map of returning to the ruins?
I thought to myself, Yue Wuya and Han Bing looked at each other, and they were about
to take them out. After a few days of understanding, I knew that Long Zang was a
person who stood up to the sky, so at this time, there was no need to hide it.
Clap la la…
However, at this moment, I heard the sound of sea water coming from the sea not far
away. The sound of the sea water was very strange.
“Look, someone!” Suddenly, someone shouted, and all the pirates, as well as Long
Zang and the others, looked over.
Swish!

